IPAGROUP

Not what, WHY

IPA GROUP is a company dedicated to the
development of digital solutions that allow its clients to
find the best strategy to reach their public in an
attractive, viral and effective way.

We combine design, functionality, creativity and
technology in the development of each and every one
of our products in a way that they satisfy the strictest
needs of our clients.

GROUP

To be a company capable of generating, promoting
developing and producing integral solutions directed
at satisfying the strictest needs of companies for
products and services in technological and image
material. To concentrate on businesses that share our
vision of the future, as well as create new, attractive
business opportunities for our clients bringing those
state of the art advances and proposals to the
community in an effective way.

Mission

&

Vision

For IPA GROUP, setting the trend isn't the exception,
rather the rule. Here we see ourselves as a
technological ally of our clients reaching the most
ambitious goals together. We look to be the solution
for your idea at all times.

WHOWEARE
We are a company that dedicates all its energy in
digital communication solutions, we develop our
services through the planning, development and
implementation of these solutions in different areas
such as publicity, marketing and an effective promotion
of the virtues and characteristics of our clients through
all digital media that are indispensable today.

WHYCHOOSEUS
IntegralSolution

CreativityInnovation

Eﬀectivity

We offer a conjunction of
services that allow you to leave
the stress surrounding your
brand image to one side and
dedicate that time to make your
business grow in quality and
service.

You will always get a service
that captivates, not just because
of its quality, but also for its
original content that will catch
your audience's eye.

Your resources will always be
used in the best way to get the
most out of them.

Objectivity

Competitivity

Our team will always have the
objective of how to make you
grow in the areas you are
looking to grow in.

Each and every one of our
services will always be
personalised, for which the cost
of them is not an issue.

OURSERVICES

social
media

graphic
design
app
development

email
marketing

3D
motiongraphics

web
design

Nowadays anyone that wants to know about anything looks for it
on the internet.
We help you be the answer they are looking for, capturing the
essence of your brand or business and presenting it in such a way
that it captures the attention of your clientele.

Design
Give us the chance to impress you and
your public with a design that is more
than pleasing to the eye.

Functionality
A beautiful and impactful design isn't the
only thing that speaks for a web site, but
also the functionality that it has to find
information in it. We have a group of
professionals that can help you in this task.

•
•
•

WEBDESIGN

•

Our goal is to create the best experience
when your audience goes and visits you
on your website

SEO optimisation
Resposive Design
Social Networks Integration
Unique Design

Our job is to find the best solution that adjusts to your visual
communication needs. Be it for a promotional leaflet or to design
all the corporate image of your company. We work with absolute
dedication, always looking for the most professional design.

Corporate Design
Utilizamos todas las características que te
diferencian de tus competidores y las
plasmamos en una imagen atractiva y
homogénea.

“Graphic design is
the basic selling tool”

Logo Design
Colocamos en un símbolo la
representación gráfica de tu empresa ya
sea en una ilustración con técnica clásica o
bien un arte digital, utilizando una gama
de colores que te representen.

Advert Design
Este diseño explota la comunicación que
deseas dar por medio de piezas gráficas
adecuadas para hacerte llamativo.

GRAPHICDESIGN

We offer the service of social community administration.
We don't just help you position yourself in social networks
through different mechanisms or different networks, but we also
help you generate the content most searched for by the
consuming public.

“The key to success in the networks is to
promote content and information that
people want to consume”

Posts & Content
We take care of your social networks
generating material that's of interest to
your audience.

Advert Design
We expose your corporate image in your
publications with ingenuity and
responsibility.
We know what your clients want.

Segmentation
Profiling your audience, we get close to
whoever is looking for you and whoever
needs you. We also get to the yet
unreached audience that shows interest
in you.

Statistics
You will always know the impact you are
having. Our communication with you is
permanent.

SOCIALMEDIA

Marketing should be pull, not push. The biggest opportunity you
have is to arrive at one of the most personal areas of your client,
ie. their email. Discover with us how to exploit the strength of this
powerful tool, which is undefeate.

We identify your ideal client and target a
specific message directly to them.

We connect you with your client in a way that
they know that you understand them and
you can help.

We help you to develop exceptional content
that convinces your prospect to invest
money in your product.

We use an intelligent strategy to promote
your product through correctly structured
messages.

EMAILMARKETING
“People buy based on emotions, then justify the
purchase with rational arguments”

Mantenemos la constancia en la
comunicación de tu producto para enviar
siempre las ultimas mejoras y noticias acerca
de él.

Today it is very difficult to find a person between the ages of 18 and 65 who doesn't
have a smartphone. Work and social needs of each person creates the necessity of
different mobile apps. Interface design for mobile devices is a profession that is
increasingly generating more demand. This sector is advancing quickly and
innovatively, which is why we offer you a gateway to this technology which is so
useful in our times.

Solution
We offer high quality solutions in the
development of mobile apps for iOS
(iPhone and iPad), Android and Web
operating systems.

Integral
We have an integral service that includes:
Planning, design, development, posting
and maintainence of mobile applications.

•

APPDEVELOPMENT
Get your product, brand or service closer to your
customer with just a few taps of their fingers

•
•
•

Mobile apps
Multiplatform
Webapps
etc…

Currently the rhythm of life is fast-paced, so much so that we don't have time so we
look for easier ways to get everything. From the simplest information to the most
complex of things. That is why we offer this audiovisual resource to show others what
you have to say. It is a solution that uses a very attractive medium to facilitate
understanding and more easily and subtly hook the viewer. So if you need to explain
how your product works, if you want to present your services or promote an event, it
will always be better that you show them rather than have them read it.

Motion Graphics
We develop audiovisual pieces from
motion graphics, and from photographs
(stop motion) for the necessary
communication impact we need these
days.

"The materialisation of a project is in the
ability to create, plan and develop"

3D Animation & Modeling
We develop sophisticated images of 3D
models with which you can present your
product, building, pet, etc. in a more
novel way to your clients.

3DMOTION
GRAPHICS

THISISIPAGROUP

CompleteCustomisation

IntegralSolutions

PersonalisedAtention

CreativityInnovation

HighestQuality

RealPlacement

HOWWEWORK

Through a specialised
study we detect the areas
of opportunity.

Your needs and our
ingenuity converge in the
materialisation of the idea
and we put it on "paper"

We take the created
concept to the market and
put it to work for you.

We measure the
effectiveness of each
solution and in this way
we optimise the results.

Analysis

Development

Implementation

Measurement

IPASOLUTIONSUK

OURALLIES

IPASOLUTIONSMX

OURTEAM

AarónOcampo

EstherLawson

AbrahamSedano

ClaudiaCorona

Entrepreneur, life hacker and lover of life. I love to
travel, meet new people and share a good beer and
a good chat. My personal slogan is for every aspect
of life - "Everything is possible"

Wife, mother, social media guru, content writer,
email marketing extraordinaire, entrepreneur
Loyal to my friends and dedicated to my family
Enjoy the banter whenever possible.

Graphic designer. Entrepreneur, musician and foodie.
Lover of music, I always try to work with a good album
playing. I enjoy learning about other areas that
complement my degree.

Industrial designer. Entrepreneur, cinema buff, lover of
pop culture and animals. I love improving and learning
new things every day, I'm very competitive with myself.

AlvaroOcampo

AalanOcampo

AdrianaZurita

Entrepreneur, networker, believer in God. I like
new projects and technology. I love music,
reading, family and friends. My slogan is:
"Persistence beats resistance”.

Analytical, risk taker and dreamer. I like big
challenges and finding the way to face them, I
enjoy sports with all my senses and I always look
for the best in people.

Writer and entrepreneur, happy with what I do.
Spelling mistakes are very obvious and visible to
me. I flaunt the title of "aby" with pride. Just like
the rest, I'm dedicated and commited.

IPASOLUTIONSMX
IPASOLUTIONSUK
IPAGROUP

www.ipagroup.co

